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Y O U R  R O A D  T O  C O N C U S S I O N  R E C O V E R Y

Your initial appointment is with our
Board Certified Neuropsychologist,
Dr. Chris Contardo. Together, you
will go over your injury and gather
information that is very important

to know for your treatment. 

Your will also receive a list of
recommendations regarding how long
to be out of school, athletics, or work.
Dr. Contardo will check your balance,

your mood, how clearly you are
thinking, and anything else that can

be impacted by head injury. 

Depending on the severity of your
injury, you might start rehab

right away or rest for a few days. 

Your next appointment will be with our
Board Certified Sports and Emergency
Medicine Physician, Dr. Chris Trigger.

During this appointment you will
receive a full medical examination and
address any physical issues that may be

impacting recovery.

Dr. Trigger will closely examine you
for any physical signs or symptoms

that are associated with your
concussion and determine the most

appropriate treatment. 

Depending on the progress you've
made, you may either begin your
rehab or rest for a few more days

and follow up again. 

After you're feeling all better for a day
or so, you will start an individualized
rehab program designed to get you
back to your activity (sports, work,
etc). This will usually take 3-4 days
before you're back to 100% activity. 

After you have been back to
activity for a few days and are still
feeling good, you may be asked to
return for a cognitive exam. This
means Dr. Contardo will check to
see how fast you are thinking and

how your memory is working. 

After this appointment, you will
be cleared for full return to

activity, no further appointments
would be necessary. 
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